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The Two Types of Objectives
 Course ObjectivesCourse Objectives
 Section (in Lyondell materials: Learning) ObjectivesSection (in Lyondell materials: Learning) Objectives

Course Objectives areCourse Objectives are……
 in the course introductory lesson (look for the slides within the course introductory lesson (look for the slides with

““ExpectationsExpectations””,, ““Your RoleYour Role””,, ““AgendaAgenda””, etc.), etc.)
 high level andhigh level and ““fuzzyfuzzy”” (they are not usually measurable)(they are not usually measurable)

Section Objectives areSection Objectives are……
 in each section (i.e., lesson)in each section (i.e., lesson)
 focused and performancefocused and performance--based (they are measurable)based (they are measurable)
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Example Course Objectives

 KnowKnow the SAP installed Modules at Lyondell/the SAP installed Modules at Lyondell/EquistarEquistar..

 ComprehendComprehend how SAP functionality optimizeshow SAP functionality optimizes
business at Lyondell.business at Lyondell.

 LearnLearn the supply chain business process at Lyondell.the supply chain business process at Lyondell.
 UnderstandUnderstand how you fit into the global process throughhow you fit into the global process through

the concept of global job roles.the concept of global job roles.

 ApplyApply the business processes for finding <criticalthe business processes for finding <critical
business information> in the SAP database.business information> in the SAP database.

 BuildBuild a greater appreciation of the complexa greater appreciation of the complex
relationships of global processes, job roles, and systemsrelationships of global processes, job roles, and systems
(including SAP and Bolt(including SAP and Bolt--onsons).).
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Example Section (Lesson) Level
Objectives

Throughout this training you will haveThroughout this training you will have objectivesobjectives designed todesigned to
prepare you for success with your job.prepare you for success with your job.

Generally, we wrote these objectives to focus on yourGenerally, we wrote these objectives to focus on your:

 KnowledgeKnowledge
 Can youCan you recallrecall the important details (facts and concepts) of thethe important details (facts and concepts) of the

lesson? We will use key words, such aslesson? We will use key words, such as describedescribe,, identifyidentify,, matchmatch,,
namename, or, or recallrecall..

 ComprehensionComprehension
 Can youCan you paraphraseparaphrase what you learned in your own words? We willwhat you learned in your own words? We will

use key words, such asuse key words, such as explainexplain,, give examplesgive examples,, paraphraseparaphrase, or, or
summarizesummarize ..

 ApplicationApplication
 Can youCan you useuse what you learned in the course to successfully performwhat you learned in the course to successfully perform

your job? We will use key words, such asyour job? We will use key words, such as applyapply,, createcreate,, demonstratedemonstrate,,
displaydisplay ,, findfind,, logonlogon//offoff,, modifymodify,, navigatenavigate,, showshow,, solvesolve, or, or useuse..

Notes:About writing instructional objectives
An important individual who has produced extremely useful tools in adult learning theory is Benjamin Bloom. Bloom
developed a taxonomy of what we can call the cognitive domain. In this taxonomy, Bloom identified 6 levels that
represent the spectrum of novice to mastery. The levels are the following:

•Knowledge: Recall information. In SAP training, this is usually the key terms and concepts we present. This could also be the
presentation of business process flows the instructor introduces in class.

•Comprehension: Understand the meaning, translation, interpolation, and interpretation of instructions and problems. State a problem in
one’s own words. In SAP training, this means the learners demonstrate their understanding of key terms and business processes
through their restatement, or paraphrasing of concepts the instructor presents.

•Application: Use a concept in a new situation or unprompted use of an abstraction. Applies what was learned in the classroom into
novel situations in the workplace. In SAP training, this means t he learner demonstrates their ability to complete a business transaction.
In so doing, the learners demonstrate they recall the key facts and concepts, they comprehend how what they learned fits together, and
they then apply the knowledge and skills by successfully completing the transaction.

•Analysis: Separates material or concepts into component parts so that its organizational structure may be understood.

•Synthesis: Builds a structure or pattern from diverse elements. Put parts together to form a whole, with emphasis on creating a new
meaning or structure.

•Evaluation: Make judgements about the value of ideas or materials.

We separate the final 3 because for the type of SAP training we conduct, we do not require these high skill levels:
these levels are typically the mastery level SMEs hold.

Using this concept, we present the learners with the specific focus areas of the training and the identifiers (i.e., the
verbs) they will see that will concisely express what they will be expected to do.

RULE: These verbs should be standardized as presented in the slide throughout all of the lessons. Also, keep in mind
that these 3 first levels describe a natural learning progression: to be able to successfully complete a transaction, the
learner must first know key terms and concepts, and then understand what the instructor presents and how it fits into
what they need to do for their job. Use this as a general guideline for sequencing your instruction.
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How Objectives Relate

Course Objectives: Know - Comprehend - Apply

Course Review and Summary: Representative sampling
from the Section Learning Objectives

Section 1: Learning Objectives

Section 2: Learning Objectives

Assessment

Course objectives are written for the scope of the course and
are written at a high level. For this reason they are “end of
course” or terminal objectives. The Course level objectives
define the scope (what will/will not be covered) and level of
learning of the instructions.

Learning objectives are written in terms of performance
(description, condition, criteria) so that they can be
measured. This is the Sectional level objectives and they are
written at the expected level of learning. Developers will
focus here.

Assessment is the measurement of the learning outcome or
(performance) objectives. They are written as discussion or
practice exercises. Developers will focus here.
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More About Learning Objectives
Proper performance objectives (learning objectives) have three pProper performance objectives (learning objectives) have three partsarts:

 DescriptionDescription
 Describe the features SAP provides to Lyondell that improvesDescribe the features SAP provides to Lyondell that improves

businessbusiness
 ConditionCondition

 Describe the features SAP provides to Lyondell that improvesDescribe the features SAP provides to Lyondell that improves
business to the instructor before the end of the training sessiobusiness to the instructor before the end of the training sessio nn

 CriteriaCriteria
 Describe at least 3 features SAP provides to Lyondell that improDescribe at least 3 features SAP provides to Lyondell that improvesves

business to the instructor before the end of the training sessiobusiness to the instructor before the end of the training sessio n andn and
do this to the satisfaction of the instructordo this to the satisfaction of the instructor

Notes: How to write true instructional objectives
True, proper, instructional objectives have 3 parts: the description, the condition, and the criteria:

•Description: What performance will the learner be able to do at the conclusion of the training event? In SAP training, this text is usually what
we write. Consider the following as examples of the descriptive portion of an instructional objective:

• Name what the letters in SAP stand for
•Describe at a high level what SAP is

•Condition: Under what circumstances will the learner need to perform? In SAP training, this means the learners will perform within a time
constraint, use their access to a SAP training environment and a particular transaction, etc. Consider the following as a examples of the
condition portion of an instructional objective:

•Name what the letters in SAP stand for to the entire class before the end of the training session
•Describe at a high level what SAP is to first a fellow classmate and then to the entire class before the end of the training session

•Criteria: What differentiates a successful performance from one that is not? In SAP training, this means the learner demonstrates their ability
to complete a business transaction with, perhaps, no mistakes. Or the learner recites or correctly paraphrases important concepts. Consider
the following as a examples of the condition portion of an instructional objective:

•Name what the letters in SAP stand for to the entire class before the end of the training session and do this without a mistake

•Describe at a high level what SAP is to first a fellow classmate and then to the entire class before the end of the training session and
do thisto the satisfaction of the instructor

Why do we have 3 parts to an objective? The answer is that if the client wishes to determine whether the performance
objectives have been achieved upon the conclusion of the training, the designer will need to prove this. Creating
evaluations is a simple task if the objectives are authored with these three parts. Remember to include the client in
discussions about what conditions and criteria are necessary for the target performance.

RULE: As well as you are able, always write the 3 parts of your objectives. However, it may not be necessary to put
the condition and criteria text in the slides. Check with your client.
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 Upon completion of this section, you will beUpon completion of this section, you will be
able to...able to...

Writing Technique (#1): Learning
Objectives

 Name what the letters in SAP stand forName what the letters in SAP stand for
 Describe at a high level what SAP isDescribe at a high level what SAP is
 Describe at least three features SAP provides toDescribe at least three features SAP provides to

Lyondell that improves businessLyondell that improves business

 Name at least five SAP modulesName at least five SAP modules
 Recall at a high level the functionality of a fewRecall at a high level the functionality of a few

selected modulesselected modules

 Explain the basic organizational structure in SAPExplain the basic organizational structure in SAP
 Summarize the two types of data within SAPSummarize the two types of data within SAP

Notes:
Note how white space is used above to separate the bullets. Note also that all of the
objectives above use the standardized verbs presented in the previous slide.

RULE: Chunk like topics together and separate different topics using white space. By
grouping information in this manner, not only is the information easier to read, but it
becomes easier to understand.
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Writing Technique (#2): SAP
Features

 Fully integrated systemFully integrated system

 End user accountability and securityEnd user accountability and security
 Automation of processesAutomation of processes

 Real time data and reportingReal time data and reporting
 Enables timely and wellEnables timely and well--informed decisioninformed decision

makingmaking

Notes:
Often times content authors fit a lot of material on a single slide, but learners have a limit
to what they can absorb. At a very simple level, the process of learning involves
incorporating new information into short-term memory that then can be moved into long-
term memory. The problem is, short-term memory usually can only “process” chunks of
information that are greater than 5, but less than 9. If you give more than 9 chunks of
information to the learner, there is a very high likelihood that some information will be lost.

RULE: Use the 7±2 rule to never exceed 9 items on a slide. Also, use white space to
chunk similar information together.
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Writing Technique (#3): What is a
“Module” in SAP?

 Plant MaintenancePlant Maintenance
 Materials ManagementMaterials Management
 WorkflowWorkflow
 Human ResourcesHuman Resources

 Quality ManagementQuality Management
 Financial Accounting/ControllingFinancial Accounting/Controlling
 Manufacturing/Supply ChainManufacturing/Supply Chain
 Sales & DistributionSales & Distribution

An SAP module is a piece of the SAP databaseAn SAP module is a piece of the SAP database
that supports a specific business process.that supports a specific business process.

The following are examples of SAP modules:The following are examples of SAP modules:

Modules we will cover… Modules we will not cover...

Notes:
If you have a slide that presents examples that will not be covered in depth in the training,
as well as examples that will, then include a statement to cover this.

RULE: Keep your focus on what your learners are required to know, and be certain to tell
them what they are not required to know.
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Writing Technique (#4): Materials
Management

 PurchasingPurchasing:: provideprovide sourcingsourcing and procurement ofand procurement of
materials and servicesmaterials and services

 Materials InventoryMaterials Inventory:: handle goods receipt,handle goods receipt,
inventory, and the distribution of materialsinventory, and the distribution of materials

 DisbursementsDisbursements:: provide invoice verification andprovide invoice verification and
paymentpayment

 EE--CatalogCatalog :: list materials or services in a standardizedlist materials or services in a standardized
format, to allow users to easily find materials orformat, to allow users to easily find materials or
servicesservices

Notes:
Note that I reworded this slide to create a parallel sentence structure. What we know
about adult learning is that shifts in language creates a temporary or potentially critical
distraction that may prevent comprehension from occurring.

Also, note that using passive voice requires more mental processing and becomes more
subjectively interpreted by the reader.

RULE: Use active voice (never passive) and parallel sentence structures.
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Useful Slide (#1) for Overview
Sections: What to Expect

 One day of classroom training on theOne day of classroom training on the
processes and procedures for Notificationsprocesses and procedures for Notifications

 Training method:Training method:
 Tell MeTell Me: The instructor will present new ideas and: The instructor will present new ideas and

an overview of the tasksan overview of the tasks
 Show MeShow Me: The instructor will demonstrate: The instructor will demonstrate

features and functions of the systemfeatures and functions of the system
 Let MeLet Me: You will have opportunities to perform: You will have opportunities to perform

the task yourself on your machinethe task yourself on your machine
 At All TimesAt All Times: Please, ask questions as needed: Please, ask questions as needed

Notes:
Note that I increased line spacing to separate (this is a chunking example) the two
primary concepts, and that I also incorporated the RWD adult learning model.

RULE: Incorporate the bullet text from the training method above into all Section
Overview lessons. The simplicity of the learning model is easy to understand and will
prepare the learners of what to expect about the structure of the lessons they will cover.
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Useful Slide (#2) for Overview
Sections: Your Job

 Responsibilities:Responsibilities:
 Follow your siteFollow your site’’s business proceduress business procedures
 Practice in the training region of SAPPractice in the training region of SAP
 Use course materials to do your jobUse course materials to do your job
 Ask questions or request clarificationAsk questions or request clarification

when you are unsure about any ofwhen you are unsure about any of
the materials or activities coveredthe materials or activities covered
in this coursein this course

Notes:
In Overview sections when discussing learner responsibilities, emphasize the importance
of dialog between instructor and learners, and between learners. Encourage questions.
Let the learners talk, and have them paraphrase concepts where it makes sense.

RULE: The more passive the learning experience is for the learners, the less likely the
training will be successful. Dialogue makes the training a more active experience and
increases the likelihood that learning will take place.
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Useful Slide (#3) for All Sections
Group Review: SAP Terms

 SAPSAP
 RequisitionRequisition
 etcetc

 PayrollPayroll
 FICOFICO
 etcetc

Notes:
The Group Review of SAP terms serves two purposes. First, it gives you a chance to
review the terms introduced in this section and get learners to simply repeat the phrases
and their definitions. Second, it re-enforces SAP syntax. This will make communicating
SAP information easier as users are learning a common vocabulary.

RULE: Use this slide in all of your course sections (except the first section).
Include a Lesson Objective such as:

“Recall and paraphrase key SAP terms covered in this section.”
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Useful Slide (#4) for Sections
Loaded with Concepts: Quick

Review
 We just covered the following screens:We just covered the following screens:

 Initial ScreenInitial Screen
 Address ScreenAddress Screen
 Payment Transaction ScreenPayment Transaction Screen
 Contact Person ScreenContact Person Screen
 Accounting Information ScreenAccounting Information Screen

 Can you recall what were the key pointsCan you recall what were the key points
covered for each screen?covered for each screen?

Notes:
This slide is inserted when the number of reviewed slides containing
concepts becomes numerous. In this particular case, there were 10 SAP
screens reviewed that covered nearly 20 slides.

This amount of material will not be retained by the learner because the
quantity is too high: without some form of remediation or activity, the
purpose of the presenting the material will be lost. In adult learning terms,
this involves the principle of moving information from short-term memory
into long-term memory. Without some form of strengthening/reinforcing
activity, information will move into short-term memory only to “push out”
other items already there. The result is a loss.

In project terms, one would question the worthiness of covering it all if it is
only going to be lost.

Rule: If you have more than 10 consecutive slides containing conceptual
information, insert a quick review slide or some other reinforcing activity
slide. This number 10 is not absolute: think what will be reasonable for
your situation.
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Useful Slide (#5) for Sections
Loaded with Concepts: Group
Activity - 5 Tough Questions

 Break into groups of 2Break into groups of 2--3.3.
 Take 5 minutes to create 5 difficult questionsTake 5 minutes to create 5 difficult questions

from the material just covered to challengefrom the material just covered to challenge
the other groups.the other groups.

 Ask your questions of the otherAsk your questions of the other
groups.groups.

 At the end, the group with theAt the end, the group with the
most points wins.most points wins.

Notes:

The material from which to draw the statements should span
about 20-25 conceptual slides.

Every group has a chance to ask their questions to the rest of
the class. The question must be correctly answered within 20
seconds. If answered correctly, that group receives 1 point,
otherwise the asking group receives the point. Group with
most points wins. If 20 seconds is too little, double the
allotted answer time.
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Useful Slide (#6) for Sections Loaded with
Concepts: Group Activity - 5 Statements,

Which is True, Which a Lie

 Break into groups of 2Break into groups of 2--3.3.
 Take 5 minutes to create 5 statements that areTake 5 minutes to create 5 statements that are

either a lie or a truth from the material justeither a lie or a truth from the material just
covered to challenge the other groups.covered to challenge the other groups.

 Make your statements to theMake your statements to the
other groups.other groups.

 At the end, the group with theAt the end, the group with the
most points wins.most points wins.

Notes:

The material from which to draw the statements should span
about 20-25 conceptual slides.

Every group has a chance to present their statements to the
rest of the class. Groups not presenting must choose within
15 seconds whether the statement is a truth or a lie. If
answered correctly, that group receives 1 point, otherwise
the asking group receives the point. Group with most points
wins. If 15 seconds is too little, double the allotted answer
time.
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Useful Slide (#7) for All Sections:
Summary and Review

Having just completed the section, can you doHaving just completed the section, can you do
the following?the following?

 Name what the letters in SAP stand forName what the letters in SAP stand for
 Describe at a high level what SAP isDescribe at a high level what SAP is
 Describe at least three features SAP provides to LyondellDescribe at least three features SAP provides to Lyondell

that improves businessthat improves business

 Name at least five SAP modulesName at least five SAP modules
 Recall at a high level the functionality of a few selectedRecall at a high level the functionality of a few selected

modulesmodules

 Explain the basic organizational structure in SAPExplain the basic organizational structure in SAP
 Summarize the two types of data within SAPSummarize the two types of data within SAP

Notes:
The summary page in most of Lyondell materials has “Summary” at the top of the page
and includes all of the objectives restated. The purpose of a summary page is to have an
opportunity before moving to the next course to check that everyone is comfortable with
what they have just learned. The above example slide has a different title and topic text to
create an opportunity for the instructor and the learners to review what they have
covered.

RULE: Use the slide title and the introductory topic text (modified to fit the course you are
covering) in your course materials. As an instructor, use the moment to ask learners to
paraphrase or recount what they have done in the lesson: create an atmosphere of
dialog, and let the learners do the talking, but correct them appropriately and refer to the
course material as necessary.
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Useful Slide (#8) for All Sections:
What’s next?

So far in this lesson, you have been introduced toSo far in this lesson, you have been introduced to ……..

In the next section, we will coverIn the next section, we will cover ……....

Notes:
A lesson bridge prepares the learner to what the next lesson will be as a natural follow-on
to what they have just learned. Smooth transitions creates a more organized learning
environment that learners perceive as more professional and well thought out. Lessons
become choppy when the transitions are abrupt, and do not properly prepare the learner
as to what comes next.

RULE: Use the slide above with text for the lesson covered and the following lesson as
the last formal training slide in your courses. If this is the end of the training, use this slide
to transition into their return to the job. If this is the last section in a course, but the
learners will continue with another course, then use this slide to transition to that follow-on
course.
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File Naming Convention
This Character Indicates

WW Functional module

Example:
 MM (materials mgmt)
 PP (prod planning)
 SD (sales/distribution)
 FI (finance)

CO (controlling)
 IM (inventory mgmt)

Y Course number within module

X Type of document
Example:
C (concept slides)
X (exercise)
Q (quick reference guides)

ZZ Module number

P Version
Example:
P (preliminary)
D (draft)
R (revision)

1 Version control indicator
Example:
A (letter designator for preliminary and draft

version)
0 (numeric indicator for revision number)

.XXX Default file extension
Example:
 .DOC (Word)
 .PPT (PowerPoint)
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File Storage
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